Inventory management impacts every warehouse and distribution environment by presenting new challenges and requiring leading edge technology to remain competitive. Datex FootPrint® IMS real-time inventory control is a powerful tool that can keep your company in compliance with the latest industry standards. Real-time inventory control yields informed management decisions needed for increased efficiency and productivity.

"We no longer have to keep extra stock on hand with Datex Corporation’s real-time inventory management system."

-Ken Marshall, BASF

**Basic Inventory Modules**
- Inventory Control
- Item/Location Bar-Coding
- Real Time Adjustments
- Receiving
- Detailed Inventory Reporting
- Replenishment
- Cycle Counting

**Basic Inventory Attributes Supported**
- SKU
- Quantity
- Location
- Hold and Activity Status
- Pallet Tracking
Realize your potential with FootPrint® IMS

Inventory Reduction:
With real-time data collection, inventory accuracy will be dramatically improved eliminating “buffer” stock and providing improved use of space through reduced inventories. Real-time bar-coded data collection will produce inventory accuracy to levels of 99.99%. Errors in writing, reading, and keying will be reduced, eliminating the need for taking physical inventory. Real-time information processing of materials/goods received eliminates the possibility of unrecognized or batch delayed data information, thus reducing float dollars.

Reduced Keypunch and Verification Process DI Capabilities:
The transition to electronic data eliminates forms and paperwork procedures. Real-Time receiving phases out paperwork for data transfer, erasing the need for manual filing systems.

Improved Picking Productivity:
The addition of RF terminals and barcode labels will direct drivers to exact locations discarding the need to spend 50% of the time searching for product. Eliminate “dead heading” and backtracking by using sequence location picking procedures.

Maintenance Cost Reduction:
Improved scheduling, routing and dispatching of lift trucks are achieved with RF terminals, reducing lift truck operating costs.

Receiving Productivity:
RF terminals and clients provide instant access to open PO’s or other records providing real-time information.

Implementation:
Datex professionals provide a variety of services for successful implementation. With detailed requirements, definition processes, logistic analysis, solution designs, testing phases, and implementation, we ensure a smooth transition with minimal system interruptions and a quick return on investment.

Training & Support:
Training includes detailed manuals and accompanies all of Datex’s software solutions. Training is part of every basic installation package, either on premises, online, or at our headquarters in Clearwater, Florida. Datex offers support for all hardware and software solutions we provide.